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Statement of Significance
All three buildings on the site of the Church of St Alban The Martyr, Westcliff‐on‐Sea are
deemed to be Grade II listed, and comprise the gothic revival style church, corrugated iron‐
clad 'tin tabernacle' parish hall building, and St Edmunds Hall, an ancillary link building of
traditional construction.

The historic and architectural significance of the church and the parish hall building lie in their
place in the tradition of late‐Victorian church development in expanding urban areas,
together with the church building's particular architectural qualities and the hall building's
increasing rarity, all of which is concisely described in the Local Authority's dedicated 'Historic
Churches in Southend Borough' series leaflet (Appendix 1). Furthermore, evidence that the
church was constructed in two phases (Figure 1) reinforces their shared historical
significance, as identified by Andrew Saint's 2011 chapter 'The late Victorian church?' for
Volume 3 of the Victorian Society's Studies in Victorian Architecture and Design:
"A typical sequence in the case of urban churches went like this: first a temporary church, often of iron,
then when funds had been raised, the chancel; then after further fund‐raising, the nave and (if you were
lucky) both aisles; then furnishing and decoration in dribs and drabs, as and when donations came in."

Figure 1. Architect's groundplan showing phased construction of the
current church building (Lambeth Palace Library ref. ICBS10045)

The relevant List Entry relies on Pevsner's dry description of the current church building and
its furnishings (see Appendix 2), which brings a layer of regional significance attributed to
civilising architectural characteristics that would initially have been of interest to an urbane,
select, and London‐centred audience. Indeed, as an early work of expert church architect Sir
Charles Nicholson, this building has a national significance in the history of British church
architecture, a status that would have been encouraged by inclusion of a picture of the
completed building in his 1911 essay 'The Design and Arrangement of Churches' (Figure 2).
Figure 2. Extract from 'Recent English Ecclesiastical Architecture'
(https://archive.org/details/recentenglishecc00nichuoft)
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The St. Edmunds Hall building does not feature in the sources identified above, so its inherent
historic and architectural significance can be argued to be minimal or at least unrecognised,
and in any case open to conjecture. Original metal frame upper floor windows that became
widely available at the start of the twentieth century (Figure 3) confirm cartographic 1922/23
Ordnance Survey evidence that shows the building to be contemporary with the construction
of the second phase of the current church building and the consolidation of surrounding
residential areas in the late‐Victorian and Edwardian eras.

Anecdotal consensus that it was originally built as one half of a pair of stable buildings facing
a shared yard accessed from St. John's Road to the south is strongly corroborated by the
sensitive recent renovation of its counterpart building by Southend YMCA for its Business
Eco‐Hub (Figure 4), and is also sustained by remaining original features that are compatible
with drawings for buildings of this type (Figure 5). The dormers and separating cross‐wall roof
features are obvious signs of three former hay lofts, and the backs of original ground floor
lintels still visible internally indicate two original wider openings for coach house doors, and
rounded brick reveals to other openings indicate doorways to what could have been three
separate horse stall areas (see Appendix 3). On this analysis, the pair of buildings could
together have accommodated some six pairs of horses and five coaches.

Figure 3. 2016 Site photo of existing building showing original roof
and upper floor windows

Figure 4. 2011 YMCA Eco‐Hub photo showing retained stables doors
(https://www.facebook.com/southendymcaecohub/photos)

While no documented evidence on the secular or sacred origin of St Edmund's Hall has been
found, its cheek‐by‐jowl relationship with its ecclesiastical neighbours, and the church's lack
of a main east window which spurns the retained original yard access road, suggest separate
and potentially non‐complimentary land ownership at the time of building operations, which
would indicate secular origins and ally any historic significance to the nearby Milton and
other Conservation Areas as evidence of land use ancillary to historic gentrification in the
locality, rather than the comparatively unlikely scenario of a parish church that built stables
to serve a few parishioner households.

Figure 5. 1844 retrospective detail drawing by George Whitewick
(RIBApix ref. RIBA83265)
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